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Despite the availability of more sophisticated methods, a popular way to estimate a Pareto exponent
is still to run an OLS regression: log(Rank)=a-b log(Size), and take b as an estimate of the Pareto exponent.
The reason for this popularity is arguably the simplicity and robustness of this method. Unfortunately,
this procedure is strongly biased in small samples. We provide a simple practical remedy for this bias,
and propose that, if one wants to use an OLS regression, one should use the Rank-1/2, and run log(Rank-1/2)=a-b
log(Size). The shift of 1/2 is optimal, and reduces the bias to a leading order. The standard error on
the Pareto exponent zeta is not the OLS standard error, but is asymptotically (2/n)^(1/2) zeta. Numerical
results demonstrate the advantage of the proposed approach over the standard OLS estimation procedures
and indicate that it performs well under dependent heavy-tailed processes exhibiting deviations from
power laws. The estimation procedures considered are illustrated using an empirical application to
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Last four decades have witnessed rapid expansion of the study of heavy-tailedness phenomena
in economics and ¯nance. Following the pioneering work by Mandelbrot (1960, 1963) (see
also Fama, 1965, and the papers in Mandelbrot, 1997), numerous studies have documented
that time series encountered in many ¯elds in economics and ¯nance are typically thick-tailed






¡³; C;s > 0: (1.1)
with a tail index ³ > 0 (see the discussion in Gabaix, Gopikrishnan, Plerou and Stanley,
2003; · C¶ ³· zek, HÄ ardle and Weron, 2005; Rachev, Menn and Fabozzi, 2005, and references
therein). Here f(s) » g(s) means that f(s) = g(s)(1 + o(1)) as s ! 1. Throughout the
paper, C denotes an absolute constant, not necessarily the same from one place to another.
Let
Z(1) ¸ ::: ¸ Z(n) (1.2)
be decreasingly ordered observations from a population satisfying power law (1.1). Despite
the availability of more sophisticated methods (see, among others, the reviews in Embrechts,
KlÄ uppelberg and Mikosch, 1997, and Beirlant, Goegebeur, Teugels and Segers, 2004), a
popular way to estimate the Pareto exponent ³ is still to run the following OLS log-log
rank-size regression with ° = 0:
log (t ¡ °) = a ¡ blog Z(t); (1.3)
or, in other words, calling t the rank of an observation, and Z(t) its size:
log(Rank ¡ °) = a ¡ blog(Size)
(here and throughout the paper, log(¢) stands for the natural logarithm).With N denoting
the total number of observations, regression (1.3) with ° = 0 is motivated by the approxi-









; t = 1;:::;n; implied by the empirical
1analogues of relations (1.1). The reason for popularity of the OLS approach to tail index
estimation is arguably the simplicity and robustness of this method. In various frameworks,
the log-log rank-size regressions of form (1.3) in the case ° = 0 and closely related proce-
dures were employed, among other works, in Rosen and Resnick (1980), Alperovich (1989),
Krugman (1996), Eaton and Eckstein (1997), Brakman, Garretsen, van den Berg and van
Marrewijk (1999), Dobkins and Ioannides (2000), Davis and Weinstein (2002), Levy (2003),
Levy and Levy (2003), Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple (2004), Soo (2005) and Klass, Biham,
Levy, Malcai and Solomon (2006). Further examples and the discussion of the OLS approach
to the tail index estimation are provided in Persky (1992), Gabaix et al. (2003), Eeckhout
(2004), Gabaix and Ioannides (2004) and Rossi-Hansberg and Wright (2007).
Let ^ bn denote the usual OLS estimator of the tail index ³ using regression (1.3) with
° = 0 and let ^ b°
n denote the OLS estimator of ³ in general regression (1.3).
It is known that the OLS estimator ^ bn in the usual regression (1.3) with ° = 0 is consistent
for ³. However, the standard OLS procedure has an important bias. This paper shows that
the bias is reduced (up to leading order terms) with ° = 1=2. Hence, we propose that always,
if one uses a log-log regression, one should use log(Rank ¡ 1=2) rather than log(Rank).
We further show that the standard error of the OLS estimator ^ b°
n of the tail index ³
in general regression (1.3) is asymptotically (2=n)1=2³. The OLS standard errors in log-log
rank-size regressions (1.3) considerably underestimate the true standard deviations of the
OLS tail index estimators. Consequently, taking the OLS estimates of the standard errors
at the face value will lead one to reject the true numerical value of the tail index too often.
The 1/2 shift actually comes from a more systematic result, in Theorem 1, which shows
that it is optimal and further demonstrates that the following asymptotic expansion holds

















(here and throughout the paper, N(0;1) stands for a standard normal random variable
(r.v.)). We conclude that, for estimation of the tail index ³ with an OLS regression, one
should always use the regression log(Rank ¡ 1=2) = a¡blog(Size); with the standard error





We further provide similar asymptotic expansions for the tail index estimator ^ d°
n in the
dual to (1.3) regression
log(Z(t)) = c ¡ dlog(t ¡ °) (1.4)
(that is, log(Size) = c ¡ dlog(Rank ¡ °)), with logarithms of ordered sizes regressed on
logarithms of shifted ranks. As follows from Theorem 1, the approaches to the tail index
inference using regressions (1.3) and (1.4) are equivalent in terms of the small sample biases
and standard errors of the estimators. The paper also discusses asymptotic expansions in
the analogues of regressions (1.3) and (1.4) with the logarithms of shifted ranks log(t ¡ °)
replaced by harmonic numbers (Section 3).
Numerical results indicate that the proposed tail index estimation procedures perform
well for heavy-tailed dependent processes exhibiting deviations from power law distributions
(1.1) (see Section 4). They further demonstrate the advantage of the new approaches over
the standard OLS log-log rank-size regressions (1.3) and (1.4) with ° = 0:
The tail index estimation methods proposed in the paper are illustrated using an empirical
analysis of Zipf's power law for the U.S. city size distribution (Section 5).
In recent years, several studies have focused on the analysis of normality of the OLS
tail index estimators in regressions (1.4) with ° = 0 and logarithms of ordered observations
log(Z(t)) regressed on logarithms of ranks (see, among other works, the review in Ch. 4 in
3Beirlant et al., 2004). Such approach to estimation of the tail shape parameters was intro-
duced by Kratz and Resnick (1996) who refer to it as QQ-estimator. Nishiyama, Osada and
Sato (2007) discuss asymptotic normality of the OLS tail index estimator in the regression
of log(Z(t)) on log t: Schultze and Steinebach (1999) consider closely related problems of
least-squares approaches to estimation for data with exponential tails (see also Aban and
Meerschaert, 2004, who discuss e±cient OLS estimation of parameters in shifted and scaled
exponential models). Kratz and Resnick (1996) establish consistency and asymptotic nor-
mality of the QQ-estimator in the case of populations with regularly varying tails. Their
results demonstrate that in the case of populations in the domain of attraction of power law
(1.1), the standard error of the QQ-estimator of the inverse 1=³ of the tail index based on n




n). CsÄ org} o and Viharos (1997) prove asymp-
totic normality of the OLS estimators of the tail index in the case ° = 0 (see also Viharos,
1999; CsÄ org} o and Viharos, 2006). Beirlant, Dierckx, Goegebeur and Matthys (1999) and
Aban and Meerschaert (2004) indicate the possibility of modi¯cation of the QQ-estimator
in which logarithms of ordered observations log(Z(t)) regressed on log(t ¡ 1=2). Aban and
Meerschaert (2004) mention in a remark without providing a proof that regressing logarithms
of observations from a heavy-tailed population on logarithms of their ranks shifted by 1=2
reduces the bias of the QQ-estimator. Their remark seems to be motivated by simulations,
not by the systematic understanding that Theorem 1 provides; in particular, they do not
indicate that a shift of 1=2 is the best shift.
To our knowledge, general regressions (1.3) and (1.4) with ° 6= 0 and asymptotic expan-
sions for them are considered, for the ¯rst time, in the present work. The modi¯cations of
the OLS log-log rank-size regressions with the optimal shift ° = 1=2 and the correct stan-
dard errors provided in this paper were subsequently used in the works by Hinloopen and
van Marrewijk (2006) and Bosker, Brakman, Garretsen, de Jong and Schramm (2007).
42 Formal statement of the results






Let Z(1) ¸ Z(2) ¸ ::: ¸ Z(n) be the order statistics for a sample from the population with
the distribution satisfying the power law
P(Z > s) =
1
s³; s ¸ 1;³ > 0: (2.5)
Denote yt = log(t ¡ °) and xt = log(Z(t)). Let us consider the OLS estimator ^ b°
n of the
slope parameter b in log-log rank-size regression (1.3) with ° < 1 and logarithms of ordered





t=1(xt ¡ xn)(yt ¡ yn)
Pn





We will also consider the OLS estimator ^ d°
n of slope in dual to (1.3) regression (1.4) with





t=1(xt ¡ xn)(yt ¡ yn)
Pn





The following theorem provides the main result of the paper.
Theorem 1 For any ° < 1, the following expansions hold:
^ b
°






























The arguments for Theorem 1 are presented in the appendix.
Remark 1 As follows from asymptotic expansions (2.8) and (2.9), the small sample biases
of the OLS estimators ^ b°
n and ^ d°
n in regressions (1.3) and (1.4) involving logarithms of shifted
ranks are both minimized under the choice ° = 1=2.
5Remark 2 The proof of Theorem 1 implies that the order of the error terms in asymptotic





The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following results and methods. First, it exploits
the R¶ enyi representation theorem to relate the order statistics for observations following
power law 1.1 to the partial sums of scaled i.i.d. exponential r.v.'s (see the beginning of Step
3 in the proof). Then, we use martingale approximations to the bilinear that appear in the
numerators of the statistics ^ b°
n=³ ¡1 = ¡(A°
n+³Bn)=(³Bn) and ³ ^ d°
n¡1 = ¡(³A°
n+Dn)=Dn
(relation (7.42) in Step 3 of the proof and relation (7.53) in Step 5 of the proof). Third,
the arguments use strong approximations to partial sums of independent r.v.'s provided by
relation (7.47) in Step 3 of the proof.
3 A related approach based on harmonic numbers





: Further, let H(0) = 0.
Consider the analogues of regressions (1.3) and (1.4) that involve logarithms of ordered sizes
yt = log(Z(t)) and the functions ~ xt = H(t ¡ 1) of ranks of observations:





0H(t ¡ 1); (3.11)
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, one can show that the following asymptotic expansions
hold for the tail index estimators ^ b0
n and ^ d0
n using regressions (3.10) and (3.11):
^ b
0




















6Comparison of expansions (3.12) and (3.13) with (2.8) and (2.9) shows that, ceteris paribus,
tail index estimation using regressions involving harmonic numbers is to be preferred, in
terms of the small sample bias, to that based on the logarithms of shifted ranks log(t ¡ °)
for any °. On the other hand, regressions (1.3) and (1.4) are simpler to implement and
more visual than estimation procedures based on (3.12) and (3.13). In particular, we are not
aware of works that employed estimation approaches based on harmonic numbers similar
to (3.12) and (3.13), while regressions (1.3) and (1.4) with ° = 0 are commonly used, as
discussed in the introduction. Comparison of the asymptotic expansions for the tail index
estimators using regressions (3.10) and (3.11) with the OLS tail parameter estimators in
log-log rank-size regressions (1.3) and (1.4) also sheds light on the main driving force behind
the small bias improvements using logarithms of shifted ranks log(Rank¡1=2). This driving
force is, essentially, the fact that log(n¡1=2) provides better approximation to the harmonic
numbers H(n ¡ 1) than does log(n) and, more generally, than log(n ¡ °); ° < 1. This is
because (see Havil, 2003, pp. 73-79) H(n ¡ 1) = C + ln(n ¡ °) + (° ¡ 1=2)n¡1 + O(n¡2) as
n ! 1; where C = limn!1(H(n) ¡ lnn) is Euler's constant, so the optimal choice of the
shift ° in the sense of the best asymptotical approximation is 1/2.
4 Simulation results
In this section, we present simulation results on the performance of the traditional regression
(1.3) with ° = 0 and the modi¯ed regression (1.3) with the optimal shift ° = 1=2 and the
correct standard errors given by Theorem 1. We present the numerical results for the OLS
Pareto exponent estimation procedures under dependence and under deviations from power
laws (1.1). The results are provided for dependent heavy-tailed data that follow AR(1)
processes Zt = ½Zt¡1 + ut; t ¸ 1; Z0 = 0; or MA(1) processes Zt = ut + µut¡1; t ¸ 1; with
i.i.d. u0
ts. The departures from power laws are modeled using the innovations ut that have
7Student t distributions with the number of degree of freedom m = 2;3;4 (Tables 2 and 4)
or distributions exhibiting 2nd order deviations from Pareto tails in the Hall (1982) form





;c 2 [0;1);s ¸ 1; (4.14)
(Tables 1 and 3). The choice of the number of degrees of freedom for Student t distributions
is motivated by the recent empirical works on heavy-tailedness that indicate that, for many
economic and ¯nancial time series, the tail index ³ lies in the interval (2;4) (see Loretan and
Phillips, 1994 and Gabaix et al., 2003). The benchmark case c = 0 in (4.14) corresponds to
the exact Pareto distributions (2.5), and the values ½ = 0 and µ = 0 model i.i.d. observations





the departures from the power laws in (4.14) creates a bias in the estimators ^ b°
n and ^ d°
n in
regressions (1.3) and (1.4).
Tables 5-8 in the technical appendix available on our websites present simulation results
for GARCH processes and for tail index estimators using harmonic numbers discussed in
Section 3.
Tables 1 and 2 present the simulation results for the traditional OLS estimator ^ bn of the
tail index using regression (1.3) with ° = 0. These tables also provide the comparisons of
the OLS standard errors of the estimator with its true standard deviation. Tables 3 and 4
present the numerical results on the performance of the OLS estimator ^ b°
n using modi¯ed
regression (1.3) with ° = 1=2. In Tables 3 and 4, we also present the standard errors of ^ b°
n
with ° = 1=2 provided by expansion (2.8) and compare them to the true standard deviation
of the estimator. The asterics in the tables indicate rejection of the true null hypothesis
on the tail index H0 : ³ = ³0 in favor of the alternative hypothesis Ha : ³ 6= ³0 at the 5%
signi¯cance level using the reported standard errors.
For instance, consider the class of exact Pareto i.i.d. observations, which is the ¯rst row
in Table 1 and Table 3, with n = 50 extreme observations included in estimation. Table 1
8Table 1. Behavior of the usual OLS estimator ^ bn in the regression
log(Rank) = a ¡ blog(Size) for innovations deviating from power laws


































































































































































Notes: The entries are the estimates of the tail index and their standard errors using regression
(1.3) with ° = 0 for the AR(1) and MA(1) processes Zt = ½Zt¡1 + ut; t ¸ 1; Z0 = 0; and
Zt = ut + µut¡1; where i.i.d. ut follow the distribution P(u > s) = s¡³ ¡
1 + c(s¡®³ ¡ 1)
¢
; s ¸ 1;
with ³ = ® = 1 and c 2 [0;1). For a general case ³ > 0, one multiplies all the numbers in the
table by ³. \Mean ^ bn" is the sample mean of the estimates ^ bn obtained in simulations, and \SD
^ bn" is their sample standard deviation. \OLS s.e." is the OLS standard error in regression (1.3)
with ° = 0. The asteric indicates rejection of the true null hypothesis H0 : ³ = 1 in favor of the
alternative hypothesis Ha : ³ 6= 1 at the 5% signi¯cance level using the reported OLS standard
errors. The total number of observations N = 2000: Based on 10000 replications.
9Table 2. Behavior of the usual OLS estimator ^ bn in the regression
log(Rank) = a ¡ blog(Size) for Student t innovations
















































































































































Notes: The entries are estimates of the tail index and their standard errors using regression (1.3)
with ° = 0 for the AR(1) and MA(1) processes Zt = ½Zt¡1+ut; t ¸ 1; Z0 = 0; and Zt = ut+µut¡1;
where i.i.d. ut have the Student t distribution with m degrees of freedom. \Mean ^ bn" is the sample
mean of the estimates ^ bn obtained in simulations, and \SD ^ bn" is their sample standard deviation.
\OLS s.e." is the OLS standard error in regression (1.3) with ° = 0. The asteric indicates rejection
of the true null hypothesis on the tail index ³ of Zt H0 : ³ = m in favor of the alternative hypothesis
Ha : ³ 6= m at the 5% signi¯cance level using the reported OLS standard errors. The total number
of observations N = 2000: Based on 10000 replications.
10Table 3. Behavior of the OLS estimator ^ b°
n with ° = 1=2 in the regression
log(Rank ¡ 1=2) = a ¡ blog(Size) for innovations deviating from power laws


















































































































































































Notes: The entries are estimates of the tail index and their standard errors using regression (1.3)
with ° = 1=2 for the AR(1) and MA(1) processes Zt = ½Zt¡1 + ut; t ¸ 1; Z0 = 0; and Zt =
ut + µut¡1; where i.i.d. ut follow the distribution P(Z > s) = s¡³ ¡
1 + c(s¡®³ ¡ 1)
¢
; s ¸ 1; with
³ = ® = 1 and c 2 [0;1). For a general case ³ > 0, one multiplies all the numbers in the table by ³.
\Mean ^ b
°=1=2
n " is the sample mean of the estimates ^ b°
n with ° = 1=2 obtained in simulations, and
\SD ^ b
°=1=2




n are the standard
errors of ^ b°
n with ° = 1=2 provided by Theorem 1. The asteric indicates rejection of the true null
hypothesis H0 : ³ = 1 in favor of the alternative hypothesis Ha : ³ 6= 1 at the 5% signi¯cance level
using the reported standard errors. The total number of observations N = 2000: Based on 10000
replications.
11Table 4. Behavior of the OLS estimator ^ b°
n with ° = 1=2
in the regression log(Rank ¡ 1=2) = a ¡ blog(Size) for Student t innovations




























































































































































Notes: The entries are estimates of the tail index and their standard errors using regression (1.3)
with ° = 1=2 for the AR(1) and MA(1) processes Zt = ½Zt¡1 + ut; t ¸ 1; Z0 = 0; and Zt =
ut + µut¡1; where i.i.d. ut have the Student t distribution with m degrees of freedom. For a
general case ³ > 0, one multiplies all the numbers in the table by ³. \Mean ^ b
°=1=2
n " is the sample
mean of the estimates ^ b°
n with ° = 1=2 obtained in simulations, and \SD ^ b
°=1=2
n " is their sample




n are the standard errors of ^ b°
n with ° = 1=2
provided by Theorem 1. The asteric indicates rejection of the true null hypothesis on the tail index
³ of Zt H0 : ³ = m in favor of the alternative hypothesis Ha : ³ 6= m at the 5% signi¯cance level
using the reported standard errors. The total number of observations N = 2000: Based on 10000
replications.
12(column n = 50; the ¯rst row) shows that the traditional OLS estimator using regression
(1.3) with ° = 0 yields an average of 0.924 (whereas the true tail index is 1), and the
OLS standard error is 0.024, very far from the true standard deviation, 0.185. By contrast,
the OLS estimator using regression (1.3) with ° = 1=2 proposed in this paper (Table 3,
column n = 50; the ¯rst row) and expansion (2.8) yield an average estimate of 1.011, and
the standard error of 0.202, very close to the true standard deviation, 0.199.
More generally, the OLS estimates ^ bn of Pareto exponents ³ using traditional regression
(1.3) with ° = 0 reported in Tables 1 and 2 are signi¯cantly di®erent from the true tail
indices, which means that ^ bn is biased in small samples. According to the same tables, the
OLS standard errors in regression (1.3) with ° = 0 are consistently smaller than the true
standard deviations. In most of the numerical results presented in the tables, the true null
hypothesis on the tail index H0 : ³ = ³0 is rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis Ha :
³ 6= ³0 at the 5% signi¯cance level using the OLS standard errors.
In most of the entries in Tables 3 and 4, including dependence and deviations from power
tail distributions, the standard errors in the regression with shifts ° = 1=2 are much closer to
the true standard deviations than in the case of the OLS standard errors reported in Tables
1 and 2. Comparing to the traditional regression in Tables 1 and 2, the approach illustrated
by Tables 3 and 4 rejects the true null hypothesis on the tail index H0 : ³ = ³0 signi¯cantly
less often.
The numerical results reported in Tables 5 and 6 in the technical appendix indicate that
the modi¯ed OLS approach to the tail index estimation using regression (1.3) with ° = 1=2
also performs well in the case of GARCH(1, 1) processes, including IGARCH(1, 1) time
series that have the GARCH coe±cient (the coe±cient at the lagged conditional variance)
not too close to 1. For such processes, it also dominates, similar to the simulations discussed
in this section, the traditional procedure based on regressions (1.3) with ° = 0. The OLS
13tail index estimation approach may be combined with GARCH ¯lters (see, among others,
Subsection 3.3 in Prigent 2003) to make inference on Pareto exponents under dependence
and heavy-tailedness beyond those implied by conditional heteroskedasticity.
The comparison of Tables 3 and 4 with Tables 7 and 8 in the technical appendix shows
that the performance of and the numerical results for the tail index estimator using harmonic
numbers and regression (3.10) are very similar to those for the OLS estimator in regression
(1.3) with the optimal shift ° = 1=2. All in all, the shifted OLS regression may be preferable,
because it is arguably a more transparent and easier to use.
5 An empirical application: Zipf's law for cities
As an example, we study the distribution of city populations. This example is, historically,
the ¯rst economic example of Zipf's law (Zipf, 1949). Helped by the relatively good avail-
ability of city size data, it has spawned a vast empirical and theoretical literature, surveyed
by Gabaix and Ioannides (2004). As a U.S. example, we take, like Krugman (1996) and
Gabaix (1999), all 135 American metropolitan areas listed in the Statistical Abstract of the
United States in the year 1991, which includes all agglomerations with size above 250,000
inhabitants. The advantage is that \metropolitan area" represents the agglomeration of the
cities (e.g., the metropolitan area of Boston includes Cambrige), which is commonly viewed
as the correct economic de¯nition.
We rank cities from largest (rank 1) to smallest (rank n = 135), and denote their sizes
S(1) ¸ ::: ¸ S(n).
Regression (1.3) with ° = 1=2 estimated for the data is
log (t ¡ 0:5) = 10:846 ¡ 1:050 log S(t):
(0:128)






^ bn by Theorem 1.
Regression (1.4) with ° = 1=2 estimated for the data is
log S(t) = 10:244 ¡ 0:930 log (t ¡ 0:5);
producing the estimate of the tail index equal to 1=^ d°






^ dn ¼ 0:131 by Theorem 1. The estimates of the tail index are not statistically
di®erent from 1 at the 10% signi¯cance level, so that Zipf's law for cities is con¯rmed in this
dataset.
6 Conclusion and suggestions for future research
The OLS log-log rank-size regression log(Rank) = a ¡ blog(Size) and related procedures
are some of the most popular approaches to Pareto exponent estimation, with b taken as
an estimate of the tail index. Unfortunately, these procedures are strongly biased in small
samples. We provide a simple approach to bias reduction based on the modi¯ed log-log
rank-size regression log(Rank ¡ 1=2) = a ¡ blog(Size). The shift of 1/2 is optimal and
reduces the bias to a leading order. We further show that the standard error on the Pareto
exponent ³ in the above procedure is asymptotically (2=n)1=2³; and obtain similar results for
the regression log(Size) = c ¡ dlog(Rank ¡ 1=2). The proposed estimation procedures are
illustrated using an empirical analysis of the U.S. city size distribution. Simulation results
indicate that the proposed tail index estimation procedures perform well under dependence
and deviations from power law distributions. They further demonstrate the advantage of
the new methods over the standard OLS log-log rank-size regressions.
An important open problem concerns asymptotic expansions for the OLS tail index es-
timators for dependent processes, including the autocorrelated time series considered in
simulations. Combining the modi¯ed OLS estimation approach with block-bootstrap may
15be useful in developing Pareto exponent estimation procedures under dependence. In addi-
tion, unreported preliminary results suggest that the OLS approaches to Pareto exponent
estimation are more robust than Hill's estimator of a tail index under deviations from power
laws. Other important problems include the analysis of the optimal choice of the number n
of extreme observations used in estimation and the study of the asymptotic bias of the OLS
estimators when n is determined by minimizing the asymptotic mean square error. Analysis
of these issues and comparisons of the OLS tail index estimators with other procedures are
left for further research.
7 Appendix. Proof of Theorem 1
Let Zt follow distribution (2.5), and let Z0
t = Z
³
t : As in (1.2), denote by Z0
(1) ¸ ::: ¸ Z0
(n)
decreasingly ordered variables Z0
t: We have P(Z0
t > s) = P(Zt > s1=³) = 1=s; s ¸ 1:
Consequently, Z0
t follow distribution (2.5) with ³ = 1: Evidently, for the logarithms of ordered
observations xt = log(Z(t)) and x0
t = log(Z0
(t)) one has xt = x0
t=³: Therefore, we get that the
OLS estimators ^ b°
n and ^ d°



















t=1(yt ¡ yn)2 :
This implies that it su±ces to prove Theorem 1 for the case ³ = 1. This will be assumed
throughout the proof.
Step 1. We will need several asymptotic relations involving sums of logarithms. Using
Euler-Maclaurin summation formula with the remainder terms that are O(1) for the sums
considered below (see, e.g., Havil, 2003, p. 86), we have
t X
i=1
log (i ¡ °) =
Z t
1
log (x ¡ °)dx +
log (t ¡ °)
2
+ O(1) =









2 (t ¡ °) = (n ¡ °)log
2 (n ¡ °) ¡ 2(n ¡ °)log (n ¡ °) +
2n +
log
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Applying integral approximations to partial sums, it is easy to see that, for all ° < 1,
n X
t=1
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Step 2. Relation (2.8) for ³ = 1 is a consequence of (2.6) and the following asymptotic
expansions for the statistics A°






n + Bn) = N(0;2) +
(logn)


























n + Dn) = N(0;2) +
(logn)











that we prove below.
Step 3. We ¯rst focus on proving relation (7.24). By the R¶ enyi representation theorem
(see Beirlant et al., 2004, Sections 4.2.1 (iii) and 4.4), one has that, for the logarithms
xt = log Z(t) of ordered observations from a population with the distribution satisfying





; t = 1;:::;n ¡ 1;
are i.i.d. exponential r.v.'s with parameter 1: P(¿t > s) = exp(¡s), s ¸ 0. That is, one can
represent the regressors in (1.3) as weighted sums of exponential r.v.'s in the following way:
xt = xn + zt; t = 1;:::;n;
































(xt ¡ xn)(yt ¡ yn) =
n X
t=1
(zt ¡ zn)(yt ¡ yn) =
n¡1 X
t=1








































































































































































log (t ¡ °)
´
: (7.33)




















log (t ¡ °)
´
: (7.34)
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Similarly, since V ar
hPn¡1








































































































































































































































log (i ¡ °)
´
¡ log(t ¡ °) +






































C(Mn + Qn + Rn);























Using the inequalities x ¡ x2=2 · log (1 ¡ x) · x; x > 0; one easily obtains that
Qn = O(1): (7.45)














; we get that Rn = O(1): Using
(7.18) and the above relations, we conclude that V ar(
p
nUn) = O(1): Thus, (7.43) indeed















using strong approximations to partial sums of r.v.'s by Brownian motion.
Using partial summation similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3 in Phillips (2001), we get
(below, St =
Pt











































By the strong approximation to partial sums of independent r.v.'s that holds under
the assumption of existence of moment generating function in a neighborhood of zero (see,
e.g., Koml¶ os, Major and Tusn¶ ady, 1975, 1976; CsÄ org} o and R¶ ev¶ esz, 1981, Theorem 2.6.1),
one can expand the probability space as necessary to set up a partial sum process that is



















As conventional, throughout the rest of the proof we suppose that that the probability
space on which the random sequences considered are de¯ned has been appropriately enlarged



















































































































































According to the results on the modulus of continuity for Brownian sample paths (Karatzas











































= W(2); we get that (7.46) indeed holds. Rela-
tions (7.42), (7.43) and (7.46) imply (7.24).































































































































It is easy to see that V ar(F
(1)

























24Besides, as it is not di±cult to observe, V ar(F
(2)

























From (7.38) and (7.48)-(7.52) it clearly follows that (7.25) indeed holds.
























































































log (i ¡ °) ¡
n X
t=1
log (t ¡ °)
i
: (7.53)





















































where Mn is de¯ned in (7.17) and Qn is de¯ned in (7.44). Using (7.18) and (7.45), we thus
get that V ar(
p
nVn) = O(1): Consequently, (7.54) indeed holds. Relations (7.22), (7.46),
(7.53) and (7.54) imply (7.26).
Step 6. We conclude that relations (7.24)-(7.26) indeed hold. As indicated in Step 2,
these relations, together with (7.23) imply (2.8) and (2.9). ¥
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30Technical appendix: Simulation results for GARCH processes
and the approach using harmonic numbers
This technical appendix provides simulation results for GARCH processes and estimators
of the tail index using harmonic numbers discussed in Section 3. Tables 5 and 6 present the
numerical results on the performance of OLS estimators in regressions (1.3) with ° = 0 and
° = 1=2 for GARCH(1, 1) processes Zt = ¾t²t; where ¾2
t = ¯+¸Z2
t¡1+±¾2
t¡1; and ²t are i.i.d.
standard normal errors. The choice of the parameter values for ¯;¸ and ± follows that in
the simulation results presented by Kokoszka and Wolf (2004) who focused on subsampling
approaches to estimating the mean of heavy-tailed observations. The corresponding values
of the tail index ³0 of GARCH processes considered are provided in the same paper. The
GARCH processes were simulated using the UCSD GARCH toolbox for Matlab by Kevin
Sheppard. The IGARCH processes were simulated using the code by Mico Loretan.
Tables 7 and 8 provide simulation results for the Pareto exponent estimators in regres-
sion (3.10) for AR(1) and MA(1) processes driven by heavy-tailed innovations exhibiting
deviations from power laws in form (4.14) and Student t distributions.
References
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vations', Journal of Time Series Analysis 25, 217{234.
1Table 5. Behavior of the usual OLS estimator ^ bn in the regression
log(Rank) = a ¡ blog(Size) for GARCH(1, 1) innovations
n 50 100 200 500
Mean ^ bn
(OLS s.e) (SD ^ bn)
¯ = 1; ¸ = 1:3;









¯ = 1; ¸ = 1:1;









¯ = 1; ¸ = 0:9;









¯ = 1; ¸ = 0:9;









¯ = 1; ¸ = 0:5;









¯ = 1; ¸ = 0:1;









Notes: The entries are the estimates of the tail index and their standard errors using regression
(1.3) with ° = 0 for GARCH(1, 1) processes Zt = ¾t²t; where ¾2
t = ¯ + ¸Z2
t¡1 + ±¾2
t¡1; and ²t
are i.i.d. standard normal errors. \Mean ^ bn" is the sample mean of the estimates ^ bn obtained
in simulations, and \SD ^ bn" is their sample standard deviation. \OLS s.e." is the OLS standard
error in regression (1.3) with ° = 0. The value ³0 is the true tail index of Zt. The asteric indicates
rejection of the true null hypothesis H0 : ³ = ³0 in favor of the alternative hypothesis Ha : ³ 6= ³0 at
the 5% signi¯cance level using the reported OLS standard errors. The total number of observations
N = 2000: Based on 10000 replications.
2Table 6. Behavior of the usual OLS estimator ^ bn in the regression
log(Rank ¡ 1=2) = a ¡ blog(Size) for GARCH(1, 1) innovations








n ) (SD ^ b
°=1=2
n )
¯ = 1; ¸ = 1:3;
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¯ = 1; ¸ = 0:9;









¯ = 1; ¸ = 0:9;









¯ = 1; ¸ = 0:5;









¯ = 1; ¸ = 0:1;









Notes: The entries are the estimates of the tail index and their standard errors using regression
(1.3) with ° = 1=2 for GARCH(1, 1) processes Zt = ¾t²t; where ¾2
t = ¯ + ¸Z2
t¡1 + ±¾2
t¡1; and
²t are i.i.d. standard normal errors. \Mean ^ b
°=1=2
n " is the sample mean of the estimates ^ b°
n with
° = 1=2 obtained in simulations, and \SD ^ b
°=1=2
n " is their sample standard deviation. The values p
2=n£Mean ^ b
°=1=2
n are the standard errors of ^ b°
n with ° = 1=2 provided by Theorem 1. The value
³0 is the true tail index of Zt. The asteric indicates rejection of the true null hypothesis H0 : ³ = ³0
in favor of the alternative hypothesis Ha : ³ 6= ³0 at the 5% signi¯cance level using the reported
standard errors. The total number of observations N = 2000: Based on 10000 replications.
3Table 7. Behavior of the OLS estimator ^ b0
n in the regression
log(H(t ¡ 1)) = a0 ¡ b0 log(Sizet) for innovations deviating from power laws












































































































































































Notes: The entries are estimates of the tail index and their standard errors using regression (3.10)
for the AR(1) and MA(1) processes Zt = ½Zt¡1 + ut; t ¸ 1; Z0 = 0; and Zt = ut + µut¡1; where
i.i.d. ut follow the distribution P(Z > s) = s¡³ ¡
1 + c(s¡®³ ¡ 1)
¢
; s ¸ 1; with ³ = ® = 1 and
c 2 [0;1). For a general case ³ > 0, one multiplies all the numbers in the table by ³. \Mean ^ b0
n" is
the sample mean of the estimates ^ b0
n obtained in simulations, and \SD ^ b0




n are the standard errors of ^ b0
n provided by expansion (3.12).
The asteric indicates rejection of the true null hypothesis H0 : ³ = 1 in favor of the alternative
hypothesis Ha : ³ 6= 1 at the 5% signi¯cance level using the reported standard errors. The total
number of observations N = 2000: Based on 10000 replications.
4Table 8. Behavior of the OLS estimator ^ bn in the regression
log(H(t ¡ 1)) = a0 ¡ b0 log(Sizet) for Student t innovations

























































































































































Notes: The entries are estimates of the tail index and their standard errors using regression (3.10)
for the AR(1) and MA(1) processes Zt = ½Zt¡1 + ut; t ¸ 1; Z0 = 0; and Zt = ut + µut¡1; where
i.i.d. ut have the Student t distribution with m degrees of freedom. \Mean ^ b0
n" is the sample mean
of the estimates ^ b0
n obtained in simulations, and \SD ^ b0




n are the standard errors of ^ b0
n provided by expansion (3.12). The asteric
indicates rejection of the true null hypothesis H0 : ³ = m in favor of the alternative hypothesis
Ha : ³ 6= m at the 5% signi¯cance level using the reported standard errors. The total number of
observations N = 2000: Based on 10000 replications.
5